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IN BRIEF
One of the most common behaviors in sales is the period-ending push, in which reps are
pressured to make extra efforts to reach quotas at the end of calendar cycles. Conventional
wisdom dictates that the axiomatic jump in period-ending deal closures observed nearly
universally is evidence of the effectiveness of these behaviors. Yet our analysis of over 151
anonymized companies and 9.8 million sales transactions demonstrates that this pattern
may be costing the companies studied an estimated $98.02 million per year in missed
revenue. This number represents a potential increase of 27.21% in revenue per company if
properly addressed. Strategies executed at the end of calendar cycles often unnecessarily
alienate potential clients with aggressive sales tactics and encourage sales reps to
procrastinate activities or pull deals forward. These counterproductive and often
unacknowledged practices can be overcome by behavioral coaching, sales skill enhancement,
and improvements to pipeline management and forecast strategies.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In a sales process, a sales representative educates a prospect to the point of decision. There
is a constant struggle between when is optimal for the seller to have the prospect purchase
(the optimal selling window) and when is optimal for the buyer to purchase (the optimal
buying window). Typically, sales reps push prospects to buy in the current period due to
compensation and company cycles grounded in time-based compelling events. Through
multiple sales engagements, buyers have become educated on the tactics and strategies of
the optimal selling window. These experiences, in combination with massive amounts of
information, empowers the buyer to push for the optimal buying window that aligns with
their time-based compelling events.
This consumerization of the enterprise sale reaches a climax as buyers define their place in
the sales process, forcing sellers to follow the optimal buying window. Many executive
management teams myopically focus on the increased deal flow of these trends and believe
that these end-of-period efforts lead to valuable increases in the number of deals and
associated sales revenue. Because of this, sales representatives are encouraged to
procrastinate sales opportunities or pull deals forward, not understanding the full impact
these behaviors have on company revenues. However, in expanding the data to look at endof-period losses as well as deals, a different picture emerges—one that suggests a high cost
for companies embedded in an end-of-period mentality.
Wanting to better understand the behaviors associated with the optimal selling and buying
windows related to time-based patterns, we analyzed data from deals both won and lost
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across a two-year window. We focused on deal sizes (total dollar per contract) and win rates
(deals won divided by deals won and lost1) of 9.8 million sales opportunities from 151
companies using data from the InsideSales.com HD Forecast™ product. Our analysis
revealed significant patterns related to weeks, months, and quarters:
WEEKLY CLOSING STRATEGIES – RE-EXAMINE FRIDAY, CLOSE ON TUESDAY, DON’T WORK WEEKENDS

o Sales reps tend to lose more opportunities on Fridays than any other day. Tuesday is the
day reps have the best rate of closing deals. Tuesday’s win rate is 14.72% higher than
Friday’s.
o Sales reps are extremely ineffective at closing deals on weekends. Compared to
weekends, weekday win rates are 72.79% higher.
MONTHLY CLOSING STRATEGIES - RETHINK THE END-OF-MONTH STRATEGY

o At the end of the month, reps appear to be pushing deals that are not ready. There is a
2.90x increase in number of deals closed at the end of the month but an 11.43x increase
in number of deals lost.
o Reps are less effective at closing deals at the end of the month. Win rate decreases by
51.11% at the end of the month and deal size decreases by 34.50%.
o Inappropriate end of month sales behaviors cost companies millions. The decrease in deal
size and win rate results in an estimated $98.02 million per year in lost revenue for the
average company in our data set. This number represents a potential increase of 27.21%
in revenue per company if properly addressed.
QUARTERLY CLOSING STRATEGIES – START THE NEW QUARTER STRONG

o The “end-of-month effect” is exaggerated at the end of the quarter. There is a 1.08x
increase in number deals closed at the end of the quarter but a 1.77x increase in number
of deals lost when compared with other ends of month that don’t fall at the end of a
quarter.
o Reps close at a more effective rate until the last week of the quarter. Win rate decreases
by 12.26% at the end of the quarter compared with other ends of month. Deal sizes grow
steadily toward the end of the quarter and are at their highest in week 12 then drop
11.51% in the last week of the quarter.

1

Our Win Rate metric, deals won divided by deals won and lost, leaves out deals that carry over. This is
different from Close Rate which is often calculated as deals won divided by total deals.
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RESULTS
WEEKLY
SALES REPS LOSE THE MOST DEALS ON FRIDAY
Over nine quarters, sales representatives lost 760,622 deals on Fridays. 39.56% more deals
were lost on Friday than on Tuesday, the weekday with the lowest number of deals lost.
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REPS HAVE THE BEST CHANCE OF WINNING DEALS ON TUESDAY
Win rates aren’t dramatically different throughout the week with the exception of Tuesday
and Friday. Tuesday’s win rate is 14.72% higher than Friday’s, which is the lowest of the
weekday win rates.
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WEEKENDS HAVE THE LOWEST WIN RATE OF THE ENTIRE WEEK
During the period analyzed, 29.63% of end-of-month days fell on weekends. This may lead
some to believe that reps and managers should work weekends to close out a month or
quarter, but the data seem to disagree.
Saturday and Sunday have an average win rate of 36.22% while weekdays have an average
win rate of 62.59%, which is 72.79% higher.
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DEAL SIZE DROPS BY 45.34% ON WEEKENDS
In addition, the median deal size drops on weekends versus weekdays 45.34%. Saturday has
the lowest median deal size of the entire week and is 31.03% lower than Sunday.
For comparative perspective, the difference in deal size makes weekday deal size 82.96%
higher when compared against weekend deal size.
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CONCLUSION: RE-EXAMINE FRIDAY, CLOSE ON TUESDAY, AND DON’T WORK
WEEKENDS

Examining weekly trends revealed that Tuesday provides the best chance of closing deals
(65.48% win rate) while Friday provides the worst chance of closing deals (57.08% win rate)
during the week. We believe Friday experiences this effect because each week reps work
toward progressing deals. When Friday arrives, reps tend to clean up their pipeline by
clearing out deals to ensure better accuracy.
Weekends have the lowest win rates across all weekdays (36.22% average win rate). Some
companies push their reps to sell on weekends when the end of the month falls on Saturday
or Sunday, but those days bring little additional revenue for the effort required (45.34%
decrease in deal size).
Recommendations:
•
•
•
•

Maintain deals daily so spikes in the data do not occur.
Encourage reps to not create imaginary Friday deadlines to close deals.
Recognize Tuesday is the day reps have the best chance to close deals.
Drive strategy and effort during the week rather than weekends to experience higher
revenue achievement.

Weekly Trends
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MONTHLY
THE NUMBER OF DEALS CLOSED INCREASES BY 2.90X AT THE END
OF THE MONTH

The monthly pattern of deals closed by day shows sales reps are closing more deals at the
end of the month – an obvious pattern for sales professionals.
Sellers have natural time-based compelling events at the end of the month. In addition, many
sales cultures emphasize the end of the month because of monthly quotas. The last day of
the month has nearly triple (2.90X) the number of deals closed compared to the rest of the
month. This confirms the idea that sales reps close more deals at the end of the month, but it
also begs the question: Is it the best overall strategy for the company? When analyzing the
number of deals lost, the answer may be no.
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THE NUMBER OF DEALS LOST INCREASES BY 11.43X AT THE END OF THE MONTH
When we look at the deals that were lost, we see an even bigger spike than we saw with
deals that were closed. The last day of the month has 11.43x more deals lost compared to
the average from the rest of the month.
This end-of-month effect begins five days prior to the last day of the month and seems to
linger slightly two days after the month ends. This may be due to sellers forcing buyers into a
decision, rep pipeline maintenance, or simply deals being lost.
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WIN RATES DROP IN HALF AT THE END OF THE MONTH
In comparison with the rest of the month, the last day sees 51.11% drop in win rate. Win
rates during the month are 100.46% better than on the last day of the month.
Even though closed deals increase by 2.90x at the end of the month, the 11.43x increase in
the number of deals lost makes the end of the month a much less effective sales period.
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DEAL SIZES DROP SIGNIFICANTLY THE LAST DAY OF THE MONTH
Deal sizes increase throughout most of the month before dropping 34.50% on the last day.
Procrastination of attempting to close until the last day of the month seems to have
devastating effects on the size of the deal that is won. This may be a consequence of reps’
pursuing easy wins on the last day or giving dramatic discounts to larger deals.
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DRASTICALLY DROPPING DEAL SIZES AT THE END OF THE MONTH IS INEFFECTIVE
As already stated, the size of closed deals decreased 34.50% at the end of the month,
indicating reps were willing to significantly negotiate to meet sales quotas.
The size of lost deals also decreased the last day of the month by 50.29%, showing that the
dramatic price cutting strategy of discount-aggressive sales reps, is less effective.
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DEAL SIZE AFFECTS
THE BEST TIME OF THE
MONTH TO CLOSE

For smaller deals, the time
with the best chance to close
deals (highest win rate) may
be near the beginning of the
month, but as you look at
bigger deals, the time to
close with the highest win
rate may be closer to the
end.
In either case, the last day of
the month has a lower close
rate.
The table shows the win rate
for each day of the month for
each tier of deal size, with
the highest and lowest for
each deal size tier
highlighted (green and red,
respectively).
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END-OF-MONTH DECREASES IN WIN RATES AND DEAL SIZES COST AN ESTIMATED
$98.02 MILLION ANNUALLY PER COMPANY
The 151 anonymized companies sold a combined $54.40 billion annually, averaging $360.26
million each.
For comparison, we analyzed 1.4 million sales transactions that were either closed or lost on
the last day of the month and we found the average sales revenue was $4.42 million—over
quadruple the money earned on an average day. Based on this, $52.99 million worth
(14.71%) of annual revenue comes from just the last day of each month in the year.
Companies may believe an end-of-month push is beneficial. It boosts revenue and helps
meet quotas, but it may not be the optimal strategy.

Annual Revenue from Ends of Month

Other Days
85.30%

Last Day of Each
Month
14.70%

If we look at a few hypothetical situations, we can get an idea of how the last day of the
month could look if the win rate and deal sizes didn’t drop so dramatically:
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SCENARIOS:
1) Bigger deals: We hold the win rate for the last day of the month constant (33.21%) and
raise the deal size to the median for the second-to-last day of the month ($1,684). This
scenario results in raising revenue by 42.10%, resulting in estimated additional revenue of
$1.86 million per company per month or $22.31 million per year.
2) More deals: We hold the deal size for the last day of the month constant ($1,252) while
raising the win rate to the average win rate for the rest of the month (66.56%). This scenario
boosts revenue by 100.55%, resulting in an additional $4.44 million per month or $53.28
million per year.
3) More, bigger deals: We combine the best of both scenarios by raising both the higher
win rate (66.56%) and deal size ($1,684) to see what impact they would have together. This
doesn’t just add the benefit of the two other scenarios, because more deals are closed and
bigger deals are closed, there is a multiplicative effect rather than an additive one. This
scenario results in a company increasing revenue by 184.98%, earning an additional $8.17
million per month or $98.02 million per year, which would raise the average annual revenue
to $458.28 million.
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CONCLUSION: RETHINK YOUR END-OF-MONTH STRATEGY
Sales reps push prospects to buy at the end of the month due to compensation and company
cycles grounded in time-based compelling events. In comparison with the rest of the month,
the last day of the month sees a 2.90x increase in the number of deals closed. Unfortunately,
this end of month push increases the number of deals lost by 11.43x when compared with
the rest of the month. This makes the win rate on the last day of the month an abysmal
33.21% -- half of what it is for the rest of the month.
This typical end-of-month strategy pushes deal sizes to drop by 29.63% from the previous
day as customers learn that they can negotiate a better price and reps have a green light to
do whatever is required to close the deal.
The decrease in deal size and the number of deals lost results in an estimated $98.02 million
in missed revenue annually per company studied.
Some experts believe that the solution to this problem is to change incentives and sales
practices to align with closing deals earlier in the month but the behaviors studied in this
data set lead us to believe the same behaviors would result whenever time-based compelling
events are present.
Recommendations:
• Put limits on discounting options and raise prices for future month purchases.
• Create other urgency events other than the end of the month.
• Coach reps and managers to push the right deals to the next month to maximize
revenue.
• Include compensation multipliers to encourage full price sales.
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QUARTERLY
QUARTER-END TRENDS FOLLOW MONTH-END PATTERNS
The data show end-of-month patterns with peaks at the end of month one (week four) and
end of month two (week eight). While there is an obvious increase in activity to meet
quarterly quotas, we still see more lost deals (1.77x) than won deals (1.07x) when compared
with other ends of month.
Deal sizes grow steadily toward the end of the quarter and are at their highest in week 12
before they drop 11.51% in the last week of the quarter.
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CONCLUSION: START THE NEW QUARTER STRONG
Recommendations:
• Put limits on discounting options and raise prices for future quarter purchases.
• Create other urgency events other than the end of the quarter.
• Coach reps to push deals to the following quarter to maximize company revenue.
• Include compensation multipliers to encourage full price sales.
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APPENDIX
METRICS DEFINITIONS
Deal size: Total dollar amount brought in by each sales contract
Deals closed: Number of deals in a closed-won state
Deals lost: Number of deals in a closed-lost state
Win rate:

# #$ %&'() *(#)&% +, ' -&.+#%
# #$ %&'() *(#)&% ',% (#)/ +, ' -&.+#%
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